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Images in this brochure are for illustration purposes only, products are subject to change.
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Blue Wren Holdings Pty Ltd T/A, Civic Showerscreens & Wardrobes.

93 Burnside Rd, Stapylton, Qld.   Phone 07 3441 7777   Fax 07 3441 7711

www.civicscreens.com.au
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WELCOME TO CIVIC OUR PRODUCT RANGE

Civic Showerscreens, Wardrobes, Splashbacks & Mirrors is an Australian owned and family operated business.  
We are located just off the highway near the Yatala Brewery and service all of South East QLD, including:

Brisbane

Gold Coast

Sunshine Coast

Ipswich

Toowoomba

& Northern NSW

Our entire product range is made-to-measure and manufactured locally. Expert consultants are available to  
meet with clients to decide on the best choice of finishes to meet their needs.  

An up front quote can be given to ensure all projects are delivered on budget. We will also give innovative  
solutions to maximise even the smallest spaces and discuss the latest ‘cutting edge’ products available.

We use only quality materials and the best tradespeople, enabling us to offer a guarantee on all products. 

Contact us for an obligation free measure and quote, give one of our friendly staff a call or visit our website  
www.civicscreens.com.au and fill out the easy form. 

SHOWERSCREENS

ROBE DOORS AND BUILT-INS

GLASS SPLASHBACKS

MIRRORS

10mm Frameless - Custom Made, any design/style

Vogue - Standard or Deluxe options - high end semi frameless

Nautilus - 1870mm and 1970mm standard height or cut to size   
                classic semi frameless

Sliding - In frameless and framed

Bath Screen - frameless and framed

Sliding Doors - Raw Plaster, Vinyl, Mirror, Frameless Mirror, 
          Melamine & Glass

Internals - Fixed & Adjustable Drawer & Shelf Towers - White/Colourboard

Shelving - White/Colourboard made to measure

Hanging Rods - Polished Silver/White

Clear/Starfire - to match any colour

Metallic and Pearl Finishes - with any of the above

Mirrastar

4 or 6mm - Silver, Grey and Bronze 

Edges - Framed, Micro Framed, Flat Polished, Bevelled
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POPULAR SET-UPS

SWING

BATH

FIXED

All Frameless screens are made from 10mm toughened Grade ‘A’ glass and custom designed to  
suit any style and set-up. Choose from a wide range of quality heavy duty hinges and patch fittings,  
with finishes including chrome on brass, powder coat and gold plated. 

Our installation technicians are among the best qualified and most experienced in the industry,  
ensuring your screen will be installed to the highest possible standards.
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FRAMELESS SHOWER SCREENS
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FRAMELESS SLIDING
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POPULAR SET-UPS
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Frameless Sliding screens are made from 10mm toughened Grade ‘A’ glass and offer a new level of style and 
flexibility. These systems are made from the finest materials and are the perfect choice for bathhrooms with 
limited access.  

Installed to the highest industry standards they will be sure to give your bathroom that wow factor.
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SEMI FRAMELESS VOGUE
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POPULAR SET-UPS

Introducing the ‘award winning’ Vogue showerscreen, manufactured to the highest industry standards the 
Vogue is Australian Made to a versatile design that suits any bathroom. The unique design gives an almost 
identical look to that of frameless screens, without the high price tag.  

The Vogue has glass to glass panels and corners with a minimal frame to maintain a sleek, open feel.  
Constructed using 6mm toughened Grade A safety glass with a choice of hardware colours to choose from.



POPULAR SET-UPS
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SEMI FRAMELESS NAUTILUS
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The Nautilus range is a “stripped down” semi frameless screen that gives a fabulous open, airy feel. Available 
in a large range of frame colours you have the choice of saftey glass from clear, white obscure and coloured 
obscure. The door is fully frameless and can be set up to suit virtually any bathroom design.

Our number one selling shower screen was designed in partnership with the winner of an Australian design 
award and has become the semi frameless screen of choice for Queensland’s best builders.



ROBE DOORS SLIDING
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Make a stylish statement with your choice of our range of sliding robe doors. Available in any height up to 
2700mm you can select from; Paintable Plaster or MDF, finished Vinyl in a range colours, Framed or  
Frameless Mirror and Glass. All complimented by your choice of matching frame colours.

Our sliding doors suit openings starting at 900mm wide, with standard 2 door sets up to 2400mm wide,  
3 door sets up to 3600mm wide and 4 door sets for larger openings, or tailer make to suit your needs.



Let us help you get organised with our functional and practical array of storage solutions. Our consultants can 
design a custom built fit-out that will have your friends green with envy and your house spick and span. Our 
internals are built on-site by our expert installers, with options of flat or raised flooring, infills and shelving at 
any height or depth ensuring a perfect result. 

Select drawer, adjustable or fixed shelf towers in white melamine or a wide range of colourboard options. 
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ROBE INTERNALS
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POPULAR SET-UPS



GLASS  SPLASHBACKS  Add that wow factor to a kitchen, bathroom or laundry, glass splashbacks are a practical and stylish  
enhancement. Made from 6mm toughended grade ‘A’ safety glass that is perfect for kitchens,  
bathrooms, laundries or feature walls to make a statement and enhance your home.

The range can be adapted to suit any room, inside or out, our glass splashbacks are all made 
to order and installed by the best professionals in the industry.
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MIRRORS Enhance and make any room look fabulous and big with a mirror from Civic. Mirrors are a great way to  
add light and space to any room in the home. Choose from 4 or 6mm in silver, grey or bronze with a choice  
of edging including, polished, bevelled and angle or supplied with timber backing. 
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